33% (4/12) of the treatments called useful will be false positives. Of course, the false positive rate rises above 5% as the number of tests of statistical significance performed increases. In this connection, Tannock reported that subgroup analyses were done in 59% of 32 randomized trials published in the New England Journal of Medicine or the Journal of Clinical Oncology, with corrections for multiple testing done in only 13%. Under the circumstances, it is quite plausible that more than 50% of the treatments reported as advances are not.

Various biases also need to be considered. Publication bias is well known and has motivated the establishment of trial registries that include unpublished as well as published results. Although not an issue with the current article, funding source influences whether an experimental treatment will be concluded to be “treatment of choice” after a phase 3 trial. Thus, Als-Nielsen et al found that, after accounting for treatment effect, double-blinding, and other covariates, trials funded by for-profit organizations were 5.3-fold more likely to recommend the experimental treatment (95% confidence interval 2.0-14.4). A fundamental purpose of randomization is to achieve balance on unknown covariates. The latter’s importance in AML is apparent given that accounting for known covariates (cytogenetics, FLT3, etc) results in an ability to predict long-term outcomes that is closer to a coin flip (area under receiver operating characteristic curve, AUC, = 0.5) than certainty (AUC = 1.0). Yet randomized trials of a given therapy are conducted sequentially and thus perform better with respect to these unknown covariates. Hence, the results of randomized trials of the same therapy may not be mutually consistent unless the treatment effect is quite large.

A recent paper was provocatively entitled “Why most published research findings are false.” Even without necessarily subscribing to this view, physicians’ seeming reluctance to be influenced by results of even randomized trials is understandable, even if the reasons for this reluctance are often intuitive. An adage attributed to the late legendary college basketball coach John Wooden is, “Be quick, but do not hurry.” Perhaps, and depending on effect size, we should be quick to organize follow-up trials to confirm “positive” results of well-conducted trials such as that of Pabst et al, but circumspect in altering practice to reflect the results.
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In this issue of Blood, Burger et al provide compelling in vitro evidence that phagocytic uptake of aged human erythrocytes is promoted by the marker of self CD47 in complex with the serum factor thrombospondin-1. CD47 is expressed on cells of all types and binds and signals to SIRPα on phagocytes.

The key in vivo evidence thus far for a marker-of-self role for CD47-SIRPα interactions comes from CD47-knockout mice: when red cells from these mice are injected into the circulation of control mice, the deficient cells are cleared within hours by macrophages in the spleen whereas normal red cells circulate for weeks.2 Surprisingly, the knock-out mice are not anemic, but additional in vitro studies with both mouse and human red cells have largely confirmed that the “eat me not” signal can counter “eat me” signals on red cells—despite one report to the contrary.3 Loss of CD47’s protective role had long been hypothesized to impact clearance of senescent cells, but data have been lacking. The studies of Burger et al suggest instead that aged cells add thrombospondin-1 to the CD47-SIRPα interaction (see figure), and this then prompts phagocytosis of red cells.

The biophysical nature of the binary CD47-SIRPα interaction must be suitably tuned to signal “self” through phosphorylation of SIRPα’s inhibitory motif in the cytoplasmic tail. If the CD47-SIRPα interaction is too weak, then signaling will be insufficient. On the other hand, if the CD47-SIRPα interaction is too strong, then the macrophage cannot let go of the red cell, even when exposed to blood flow through the spleen that tends to disrupt erythrocyte-macrophase adhesion. In vitro studies of increasing CD47 density on microparticles have shown that signaling to SIRPα increases to saturation in correlation with CD47’s real but limited ability to inhibit phagocytosis. The culture studies of Burger et al do not examine SIRPα signaling upon addition of thrombospondin-1, but their assays do suggest that the ternary interaction is stronger than the binary because aged cells, but not fresh cells, adhere strongly to SIRPα-expressing cells. This strong adhesion evidently favors “eat me.”

Living in an oxidative environment as we do, red cells accumulate oxidative damage that could include changes to CD47, according to...
Oxidative aging of CD47 combines with thrombospondin-1 binding to switch an “eat me not” signal through SIRPa on macrophages to a strong “eat me” interaction.

Burger et al. Moreover, blood storage is thought to cause oxidative stress similar to cell aging in vivo, and stored blood is generally cleared faster than normal, perhaps contributing to clinical problems such as transfusion-related acute lung injury. Analysis of the membrane proteome of stored red cells has demonstrated dramatic alteration and cleavage of several proteins that include band 3 and band 4.2,7 which are notable as these proteins interact with CD47 in human red cells. In the same analysis, oxidative modifications of side-chains were also apparent in many other red cell membrane proteins. Oxidative stress, nonetheless, causes band 3 clustering with binding of IgG6 and phosphatidylserine exposure,7 signaling macrophages to clear these red cells. Although a chemically defined change in aged CD47 has not been identified, oxidation of antibodies may illustrate how interactions can be altered by oxidation that increases the anionic state and thus the tendency of antibodies to bind cationic surfaces.8 Burger et al indeed show that a small cationic peptide from thrombospondin–1, as well as the very large intact molecule, not only binds exclusively to aged red cells but is also largely blocked from binding by anti-CD47 antibodies. This indicates that CD47 is a likely target of the peptide, similar perhaps to the exposed phosphatidylserine, which is negative and binds divalent cation, namely calcium, that mediates binding of serum annexin V. Surprisingly, thrombospondin–1 needs to be fresh, which suggests that the relevant peptide is chemically altered with age or becomes cryptic, encouraging further study by methods such as mass spectrometry that can be adapted to assess conformational changes as well as oxidation state.9

CD47 is expressed on all cells, and so there are broader implications beyond erythrocytes. For example, blocking thrombospondin–1 from binding CD47 has been reported to make normal tissue nearly immune to radiation therapy of tumors and also to assist in tumor death in mice.10 While the mechanisms are not yet clear, one possible mechanism could involve protection from senescence-driven phagocytosis of tumor–infiltrating leukocytes. These cells ordinarily express CD47 and, by avoiding clearance, they can better attack the tumor. When considering translation of such ideas to humans, however, it should be kept in mind that detailed studies of red cells have demonstrated dramatic alteration and cleavage to related acute lung injury. Analysis of the membrane proteome of red cells has shown some of CD47’s interactions with multiple proteins differ both within and between species.11 The multifunctionality of CD47 is certainly a rich topic for deeper understanding in homeostasis and disease.
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Cell therapy for hemophilia
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In this issue of Blood, Follenzi and colleagues demonstrate that transplantation of the bone marrow cells into hemophilia A mice partially restored factor VIII (FVIII) production and protected hemophilia A mice from bleeding challenge.1 Surprisingly, in recipient hemophilia A mice, the donor BM–derived hepatocytes or endothelial cells were rare; the donor–derived mononuclear cells and mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) contributed to major factor VIII gene expression and activity.
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